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in this book john patitucci shares his famous walking bass technique. it is based upon the unique playing style which he developed over the years and it embodies each and every rhythmic idea that he has composed for over the years. this book will give you the ultimate real-world experience of walking bass. david weckl ultimate play along level 1 volume 2 pdf. this
book/cd package has been developed so that the beginning to intermediate drummer can practice in a wide range of styles along with all-star musicians mike stern on guitar and john patitucci on bass. the styles covered include straight eighths, shuffle (blues), sixteenth-note feel, hip-hop (jazz funk), pop ballad, reggae (shuffle), and rock. contains perforated road map
charts for each tune. recommended as a really good book for starters. for those of you who wish to really solidify your playing. very comprehensive and the quality of songs is exceptional for a play-along. two cds. one with drums, the other without. the one with drums is worthy to just listen to just like a cd you buy from the store!! theyre that good. and to play along
with it and learn the approach to several different styles of music is invaluable. dave is one of the best drumming teacher. in this book dave, and a hand picked group of great session players, treat you to a recording session as if you were on the l.a. 1st call a list. each tune is described, then there is a short talk down of the tune like you would experience in a real
recording session. john patitucci is one of a handful of players who is a true virtuoso on both upright and electric bass, so its no surprise to find that his books are challenging; the 60 melodic etudes are designed to get your ears used to the sound of the major scale modes over their diatonic chord types in all 12 keys. practising these studies over a drone or a static
chord also serves as a great ear training tool, as well as a hardcore reading and technique workout. as the book title suggests, the etudes arent that rhythmically taxing, but theres a huge pitch range and unless youre playing a 6-string bass youll need to do a lot of position shifts. overall, this book is very worthwhile for any musicianship training. in my opinion the best
book on the market for the price; however, there are far better bass books available. first time solo bassists will find the etudes easier than beginners in other genres, but it is a big book.
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the entire book is practice etudes. they are so well done that once you run them youll be ready to play in all the keys as if you were in the same room with your bass. the etudes are organized alphabetically which is helpful. they have been broken down into four sections. "semi-classical," "periods," "ballads and etudes," and "american." there are 60 solos in each
section. you can mix and match any of the four sections and all the solos are in both major and minor keys. the etudes are in the key of c, but any key can be used. i've tried it in f and you can pick that up pretty easily. you'll need to be in a major key, but that's no big deal. there are numerous ways to go about learning the etudes. the "keltner" method gives you the
benefit of asking questions and getting answers from john patitucci, which makes you more intelligent. the other methods are included in the appendix so you can go at your own pace and become educated in your own way. these methods are very helpful but are not required. i've had students do all three and the keltner method took the least amount of time. some
of the etudes have a "bridge" that can be played on the downbeat of the phrase. this can be very helpful. many of the etudes also have a "dialogue" melody played by the left hand in the space that the right hand moves into. this is how john patitucci taught me to play the semi-classical etudes and now i've started to incorporate these into the bowing sections. dave

weckl ultimate play along level 1 volume 2 pdf. this book/cd package has been developed so that the beginning to intermediate drummer can practice in a wide range of styles along with all-star musicians mike stern on guitar and john patitucci on bass. the styles covered include straight eighths, shuffle (blues), sixteenth-note feel, hip-hop (jazz funk), pop ballad,
reggae (shuffle), and rock. contains perforated road map charts for each tune. recommended as a really good book for starters. for those of you who wish to really solidify your playing. very comprehensive and the quality of songs is exceptional for a play-along. two cds. one with drums, the other without. the one with drums is worthy to just listen to just like a cd you
buy from the store!! theyre that good. and to play along with it and learn the approach to several different styles of music is invaluable. dave is one of the best drumming teacher. in this book dave, and a hand picked group of great session players, treat you to a recording session as if you were on the l.a. 1st call a list. each tune is described, then there is a short talk

down of the tune like you would experience in a real recording session. the charts are the real deal, and dave treats you as a peer as he prepares you to run the charts. the tunes are widely varied and its a blast to play with these great players! really, this one is one of the best! 5ec8ef588b
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